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Inner-shell photoemission from the iodine atom in CH3I
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The first photoemission measurements of the I 4d and I "4p" subshells in methyl iodide are
presented. Cross sections and angular-distribution asymmetry parameters were measured from
threshold to 300 eV photon energy for the I 4d level (to 440 eV for the asymmetry parameter), and
from 175 to 300 eV for the I "4p" level. The I 4d results exhibited atomiclike behavior throughout
this energy range, mimicking the behavior of the Xe 4d subshell. Theoretical calculations for the
Xe 4d subshell agree very well with the I 4d asymmetry-parameter results, indicating that the I 4d
subshell is localized on the iodine atom in CH3I. Nearer to threshold, the spin-orbit final states,

4d5~2 and 4d3/p were resolved and exhibited nonstatistical intensity ratios mainly due to a kinetic

energy effect. The I "4p" asymmetry-parameter results were found to be essentially identical to the
asymmetry-parameter results for the I 4d subshell at the same photon energies, suggesting strong in-

terchannel coupling. This result is discussed with respect to collective effects in the iodine N shell.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent photoelectron-spectroscopy (PES) studies' of
Xe have highlighted both one-electron and multielectron
effects that are important in describing photoionization in
the N and 0 shells of Xe above the 4d threshold. Eluci-
dation of these effects has been accomplished by compar-
ison of the experimental results to progressively more de-
tailed theoretical calculations. One result has been to
identify Xe and other elements with similar Z as especial-
ly good systems for exhibiting some of these effects. The
present photon-energy-dependent PES study of the iodine
atom in CH3I adds considerably to the available experi-
mental measurements for elements near Xe in the Periodic
Table.

For photon energies immediately above the 4d ioniza-
tion threshold [Xe (Refs. 7 and g) or I], the photoelectron
spectrum is dominated by features associated with 4d-
vacancy states. It is known that photoemission from the
Xe 4d subshell can be described accurately by considering
a series of single-electron effects that appear in the
4d ~sf continuum channel; a Coulomb phase shift
occurs near threshold, followed at somewhat higher ener-

gy by a shape resonance resulting from the trapping of the
outgoing photoelectron by a centrifugal barrier, and final-
ly at still higher energy, the 4d~ef dipole matrix ele-
ment experiences a change in sign and causes a Cooper
minimum. Experimentally, pronounced changes corre-
sponding to these phenomena have been seen in the sub-
shell cross section, the spin-orbit branching ratio, ' and
the angular distribution of Xe 4d photoelectrons. ' To
the extent that the iodine atom in a molecule such as
CH3I exhibits atomiclike behavior, the present measure-
ments yield information about the Z dependence of the
one-electron effects peculiar to 4d~ef transitions. The
present results indicate that the inner subshells of I in
CH3I are atomiclike. The I 4d subshell shows behavior

remarkably similar to Xe 4d, with some small systematic
variations. These results are discussed in Sec. III A.

Multielectron effects generally become more important
for the less intense (smaller cross section) features in pho-
toelectron spectra. This is especially true for the "4p"
subshells of the elements in the series Te to Ba." Quota-
tion marks are used here because the final states that have
binding energies in the vicinity of the 4p thresholds can be
described adequately only in terms of collective effects
hence designation as a 4p final state is inappropriate. In
Xe for example, only one major discrete peak is observed
in this energy range along with continuumlike structure, '

contrary to the one-electron-model prediction of two
peaks corresponding to the 4p3/2 and 4p&&2 ionic states.
The prominent peak has been attributed primarily to the
4d 4f configuration, and the remaining structure is ex-

plained in terms of the near degeneracy of 4p-vacancy
states with 4d nl singly ionized and 4d doubly ionized
states. ' As this near degeneracy is enhanced (or removed)
by observing different Z elements, significant changes in
the "4p" spectra are seen. ' For I, the discrete structure is
less intense than in Xe, and the identification of the single
observed peak as a 4p-hole state is even more question-
able. The cross section and angular distribution o& the I
"4p" peak as functions of photon energy are presented
here for the first time (note that similar measurements
have not yet been made for Xe "4p"). The asymmetry-
parameter results are nearly identical to the I 4d results at
the same photon energies. Though interpretation of these
results is not straightforward, the assignment of the final
state as 4d 4f is consistent with the results discussed in
Sec. III B. A brief description of the experiment is given
in Sec. II. Conclusions are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Photons from beam line III-1 at the Stanford Synchro-
tron Radiation Laboratory were used to ionize an effusive
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jet of CH3I molecules. Photoelectron spectra were record-
ed simultaneously at two angles, 0' and 54.7, with respect
to the polarization vector of the incident photon beam by
measuring the elecron Aight times to identical channel-
plate detectors. The apparatus and the time-of-flight
(TOF) detectors have been described elsewhere. ' Briefly,
the ultrahigh vacuum monochromator was protected by a
1500-A-thick Al window from the —10 Torr in the ex-
perimental chamber. The photon beam was focused to
the center of the chamber to intersect the gas jet at the in-
teraction region defined by the apertures of the TOF
detectors. The relative photon flux was monitored by a
sodium salicylate scintillator and an optical photomulti-
plier tube (RCA 8850). The gas pressure was recorded
with a capacitance manometer.

Yang's theorem defines the differential cross section,
dcrldA, for photoionization of a randomly oriented sam-

ple by linearly polarized radiation as

do(hv) o(hv)
)dA 4~

where 8 is the angle between the momentum vector of the
ejected electron and the polarization vector of the incident
photon, P2(cos8) is the second Legendre polynomial, and
o(hv) and P(hv) are the cross section and the angular-
distribution asymmetry parameter, respectively, for the
photoionization process under study. The dependence of
o and P on the photon energy hv has been included here
explicitly, but will be omitted throughout the remainder
of this paper. Equation (1) implies the assumption that
only electric dipole transitions are important. Also impli-
cit in Eq. (1) is that the photon source is 100% linearly
polarized. The polarization of the photons from BL III-1
has been estimated to be 98%, and it has been demon-
strated previously that the precise value of the polariza-
tion is unimportant for our work (as long as it is greater
than 70%), because of the calibration procedure described
in Ref. 23.

The TOF technique is well suited to the measurement
of photoelectron spectra of gases because of its high
signal-to-noise ratio and its ability to collect nearly all
electron energies simultaneously. Simultaneous measure-
ment of the relative intensity of photoelectrons at two an-

gles yields values of P that are independent of changes in
the photon flux and gas pressure. To normalize our P
measurements, known values of P for Ne 2p and 2s lines
were measured as a function of kinetic energy. This pro-
cedure is described in detail in Refs. 8 and 23. It is im-

portant to note that this procedure greatly reduces the ef-
fects of systematic errors in our measurements. We esti-
mate systematic errors in P to be +0.10 or less. At cer-
tain photon-energy settings of the monochromator, a
component of second-order radiation (i.e., an energy of
2h v) was sufficiently large to produce additional peaks in
our spectra, primarily second-order peaks of I 4d pho-
toelectrons. Because the P measurements are independent
of the photon flux, we were able to use these spectra to ex-
tend our P4d results to higher photon energies.

Spectra taken with the 54.7' detector, for which
P2(cos8) vanishes, yield branching-ratio data directly, and
cross-section data after correction for photon-flux and

gas-pressure variations. The transmission of this analyzer
was determined by measuring the known cross sections of
the Ne L shell. The contribution to the photon-flux
measurement of the second-order light component also
was determined by measuring the Ne L-shell cross sec-
tions, and a correction was made to the CH3I cross-
section results where needed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A representative TOF photoelectron spectrum of CH3I
at a photon energy of 64 eV is shown in Fig. 1. The
predominance in this spectrum of features associated with
I 4d ionization is apparent. The Auger peaks (N4 & VV)
result from the decay of the 4d-vacancy states. Both
Auger features receive contributions from many decay
channels, and no attempt is made here to assign any of
these Auger transitions. The following subsections treat
in turn each subshell from which we were able to detect
photoelectrons; I 4d in Sec. III A and I "4p" in Sec. III B.

A. I 41 subshell
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FIG. 1. Time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum of CH3I at 64 eV
photon energy taken with the 54.7' analyzer.

Cross-section and asymmetry-parameter results for the
I 4d subshell are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These data are
for the unresolved I 4d peak. Measurements in which the
spin-orbit components, 4d5/2 and 4d3/2 are resolved at
low kinetic energies are presented in Fig. 4. The binding
energies of the 4d5/2 and 4d3/2 states are 56.7 and 58.3
eV, respectively. The I 4d cross section has been scaled
to the absolute photoabsorption measurement of
O' Sullivan at the maximum in the cross section. The
peak value in the absorption cross section is approximate-
ly 17 Mb. As mentioned in Sec. II, the asymmetry-
parameter results have been augmented by additional
measurements with second-order light (see Fig. 1). The
points obtained in this way are shown as open circles in
Fig. 3.

Interpretation of the results for the I 4d subshell bene-
fits from the previous measurements ' ' and calcula-
tions ' ' ' ' for the Xe 4d subshell. The I 4d cross
section shows two important effects. At 85—90 eV, the
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energy. This minimum, which we interpret as a Cooper
minimum arising from a sign change in the 4d ~of ma-
trix element. , occurs at the same kinetic energy (+5 eV) as
the Cooper minimum in the Xe 4d subshell, as deter-
mined by comparison of the asymmetry-parameter re-
sults. No other observations of Cooper minima in 4d
subshell cross sections are available for further compar-
1son.

The I 4d asymmetry-parameter results shown in Fig. 3
also are affected strongly by the shape-resonance and
Cooper-minimum phenomena. The trapping of the out-
going photoelectron by the centrifugal barrier and the
consequent phase shift are interpreted as causing the ini-
tial decrease in the measured 4d asymmetry. Because this
happens before the barrier is overcome, the minimum in

P4d occurs at 15—20 eV lower kinetic energy than the
maximum in the 4d cross section, or at approximately 70
eV photon energy.

Using the Cooper-Zare formula for P in LS coupling,
P4d is predicted to be 0.1 at the Cooper minimum if spin-
orbit and multielectron effects are neglected. This value
for P4d is reached at a photon energy between 165 and 170
eV, in complete agreement with the minimum in the
cross-section results.

The theoretical curves' ' ' in Fig. 3 represent calcula-
tions for the Xe 4d subshell that have been shifted 11 eV
to lower energy for comparison with the I 4d results at
the same kinetic energy. A detailed comparison of these
curves to experiment for Xe has been given in Ref. 7.
Overall, the similarity between the I 4d and Xe 4d results
(experimental and theoretical) is remarkable, especially in
the region of the Cooper minimum which is predicted best
by the relativistic random-phase approximation (RRPA)
and Dirac-Fock' (DF) calculations. At lower energies,
around 70 and 150 eV, differences between the I 4d re-
sults and the Xe 4d predictions are more apparent. This
observation can be understood in the light of the differ-
ences between the shape resonances in Xe and I described
above. Compared to the experimental Xe 4d results, we
note a general tendency for I P4d to be less than Xe P4d by
0.2—0.3 at all energies, a result for which we have no ex-
planation. Near threshold, no experimental evidence for
the predicted initial increase in I P4d is seen, in agreement
with a similar finding from the Xe 4d results.

One additional observation concerning the /34d results
pertains to the two points at 120 and 125 eV. Both of
these points deviate significantly (by 0.3 or more) from a
smooth curve connecting the remainder of the data. Be-
cause of the proximity of the I "4p" threshold at approxi-
mately 129 eV, we tentatively explain this behavior as au-
toionization of Rydberg states leading to this threshold.
Clearly more experimental work with a finer mesh of
points would be needed to confirm this conjecture.

At the lowest photon energies used in this work, the
spin-orbit components of the I 41 peak were resolved (see
Fig. 1). The 4d~/2-to-413/2 intensity ratio is shown in
Fig. 4. It starts at 6 at 60.5 eV and quickly drops to the
statistical value of 1.5. This behavior is satisfactorily ex-
plained by a kinetic energy effect; at a given photon ener-

gy, the 4d5~q peak has 1.6-eV-higher kinetic energy than
the 413/p peak, and thus is further along in its sharp in-

crease in cross section caused by the shape resonance (see
Fig. 2). The asymmetry parameters of the individual
components are shown in the bottom of Fig. 4. They fol-
low the same trend as the unresolved P4d in Fig. 3. The
differences between p5/2 and p3/2 are also explained by the
kinetic energy effect.

An additional peak in the photoelectron spectra with a
binding energy of 72(1) eV appeared at photon energies
from 110 to 130 eV. This peak can be attributed to a
correlation satellite(s) of the I 4d main line. It probably
corresponds to final states with a 4d vacancy and a
valence electron promoted from a nonbonding orbital lo-
calized on the I atom (E3/p or E, /z) to a higher-lying an-
tibonding valence orbital. The intensity of the satellite
relative to the I 4d line is 15(4)% in this energy range. It
appears strongly at these photon energies probably be-
cause it experiences the same shape-resonance effect as the
I 4d cross section.

B. I "4p" Subshell

Svensson et al. ' recorded Al Ka photoelectron spectra
of the series of elements Te to Ba in the regions of their
respective 4p binding energies. Rather than finding two
peaks (4p3/p and 4pi/2) corresponding to single-electron
transitions to the final state, each of these elements
showed distinct Inultielectron behavior to varying degrees;
Te showing the largest effect, Ba the least. Wendin and
Ohno' explained the situation for Xe in terms of strong
many-electron effects that prevent the existence of an iso-
lated 4p3/2 or 4pI~2-hole state, but require that a "4p"
vacancy actually appears primarily as the Xe+ 4d 4f
state. This strong coupling results from the near degen-
eracy of a single 4p hole and a double vacancy with two
4d holes. A similar description is based on the onset of
energy-allowed S2 qS4 5N4 5 super-Coster-Kronig decay
in the range of Z from 52 (Te) to 56 (Ba).'

Because the TOF detectors record photoelectrons over a
wide range of energies simultaneously, we obtained several
spectra of the I "4p" region of CH&I while making the
measurements on the I 4d subshell. The "4p" spectra
looked very similar to that of Svensson et al. , and our
measured binding energy of 129(1) eV agrees with theirs.
The "4p" cross-section and asymmetry-parmeter results
for photon energies from 175 to 300 eV are shown in Fig.
5. These values were determined by considering only the
area under the single prominent (4d 4f ) peak and by ex-
cluding as much as possible the broad continuumlike
structure at higher binding energy (see Fig. 5 of Ref. 1 for
a spectrum of CH3I in this region). We interpret the data
in Fig. 5 as primarily representing the 4d 4f final state.

The I "4p" cross-section data in the top of Fig. 5 were
scaled to the previously scaled I 4d cross section. The in-
tensity of the 4d 4f peak accounts for only 25—50% of
the total intensity in the "4p" binding-energy region. The
remainder is contained in the broad continuum. Taking
this extra intensity into account, the total I "4p" cross
section is approximately equal to the I 4d cross section in
this photon-energy range.

The I "4p" asymmetry-parameter results (Fig. 5) start
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FIG. 5. Partial cross section (top) and asymmetry parameter
(bottom) for I "4p" photoelectrons from CH3I [129(1) eV bind-

ing energy]. The curves in the bottom panel represent HF-V
calculations of Kennedy and Manson (solid), Ref. 12, and a
smooth curve (dashed) drawn through the P4d results in Fig. 3.

at —0.3 at 175 eV, drop to a minimum of —0.6 at 190 eV
and reach 0.5 by 300 eV. Included in Fig. 5 is one curve
representing a Hartree-Fock velocity (HF-V) calculation'
of Xe P4&, shifted in energy to coincide with the I "4p"
threshold, and a second derived from a smooth curve
through the I P„d data in Fig. 3. The HF-V curve, which
predicts the behavior of P4& in a single-electron approxi-
mation, does not agree with the data, whereas the latter
curve fits the I Pz~ results very well, suggesting the possi-
bility of strong interchannel coupling between the 4d
photoemission channels and the channels that lead to the
"4p" peak. Interchannel coupling is plausible if the
4d 4f state reached via the "4p" transition is regarded as
a multielectron satellite of the 4d final state. Identifica-
tion of the exact mechanism by which these channels can
couple through the continuum and lead to a Pqz similar to

Photon-energy-dependent measurements of the behavior
of the I 41 and "4p" subshells in CH3I have illustrated
some important single-electron and multielectron effects.
The I 4d cross section and asymmetry parameter show
pronounced changes under the influence of a shape reso-
nance and a Cooper minimum in the 4d ~sf outgoing
photoelectron channel. Analogous results have been ob-
served for the Xe 4d subshell, indicating not only the
atomiclike nature of the I atom in CH3I, but yielding use-
ful information about the Z dependence of these one-
electron effects on 4d-subshell ionization.

The first measurements as a function of photon energy
for a "4p" subshell in the interesting elemental series Te-
Ba have shown that interchannel coupling with the 4d
channel strongly perturbs the "4p" asymmetry parameter.
Still to be understood is the nature and relative composi-
tion of the final states other than 4d 4f contributing to
the I "4p" peak, and how these states couple to the I 4d
manifold to cause P4& to be similar to P4d. Further exper-
imental studies on "4p" subshells in this region of the
Peflodlc Table, especially Z= 54 (Xe), ale needed to aid ln
this understanding.
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